Application: sheet
Complete lines for PVC sheet extrusion

Extrusion of PVC sheet – complete lines from a single source
battenfeld-cincinnati offers complete lines for PVC sheet extrusion with perfectly coordinated machine components that feature high output combined with consistent
excellent end product.
In all of this, functionality, machine availability and cost-efficiency are absolute priorities. With our quality standards, we are real partners for our customers, offering topclass service. In addition, we also offer comprehensive counseling in process technology which is one of our special strengths.

PVC sheet end products
A basic distinction is made between compact sheets and foamed sheets, and here again, between free foam and integral foam (Celuka), and co-extruded multi-layer
sheets. PVC free foam sheets have a fine, even foam structure and a matt-finished, finely structured, closed-cell surface. Integral sheets have a firm, smooth surface with
a finely structured core.
PVC sheets are used in many industries, but the main applications are found in the marketing and communications, furniture and building construction industries. Compact
PVC sheets are, for instance, transparent or corrugated sheets for carport covers and awnings. In the building sector, foam sheets are frequently used as insulation sheets
and decor panels, known as trim boards. Especially in North America such PVC foam strips are very popular as connection panels between windows, doors and roof finish
surfaces. In interiors, PVC sheets are used in furniture, as shelves and paneling, and in store construction.
Both integral foam sheets and PVC free foam sheets are frequently used in the advertising industry due to their easy printability and good processing properties. Here,
they serve as carrier media for signs and banners, signboards or trade fair stands and displays. Co-extruded multi-layer sheets open up many possibilities for developing
additional or new product attributes precisely geared to a specific field of application, for example in terms of color schemes and surface design. Moreover, foam sheets
also possess excellent heat and sound insulation properties and high impact resistance.
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Colorful PVC sheets

PVC free foam sheets

Embossed PVC free foam sheets

Transparent PVC sheet for roofing

Free foam process

Integral (Celuka) process

In the production of free foam sheets, melt processing in a parallel twin
screw extruder is followed by guiding of the melt through a coat-hanger
flat sheet die.

The PVC melt delivered by the extruder is divided into a top and bottom strand of melt by passing it through a multi-channel die. Foaming
thus takes place towards the middle of the sheet.. At both surfaces,
the formation of cells in the melt is inhibited by immediate cooling
(with four large calibration plates). In this way, a relatively hard, compact and smooth sheet surface is created.

In the free foaming process, the cell structure is formed over the entire
cross-section of the profile. Through cooling of the extruded melt, the
growth of cells at the surface is inhibited.
The extruded sheet then passes through a pre-calibration unit and a
vertical, 3-roller polishing stack, before it is further processed via a roller
conveyor, haul-off and horizontal cutting saw, and is finally deposited
on a stacking table.
The extruder-and-die combination is optimally coordinated. In conjunction with special mixing elements at the end of the screw, the optimal
L/D-ratio ensures perfect melt homogeneity.

The downstream calibration system in integral sheet production is similar to the system used in profile extrusion. The extruded strand is
passed through a pre-calibration unit mounted directly on the die next
to the calibration table, which consists of four dry calibration units.
The subsequent downstream equipment consists of spray baths, roller
conveyors and a set of multiple take-off rolls or a cross-cutting saw
with a roller table.
Most finished sheets are 1,220 mm wide and cut to length as required.

With the use of a PVC feedblock, it is also possible to produce co-extruded sheets with a smooth, compact outer layer and a fine foam structure in the core. These sandwich sheets come with a surface hardness
similar to that of integral sheets.

Co-extruded rigid PVC foam sheet

Integral (Celuka) PVC foam sheet

Complete lines for free foam processing
Line components and features:
Complete lines from a single source
Worldwide technical and processing support from battenfeld-cincinnati
Customized extruder sizes for all requirements:
twinEX 114, 135, 173
conEX for co-extrusion
State-of-the-art formulation for newcomers
Computer-based die melt channel design
Fast gap system and central gap adjustment
Special PVC feed block for 3-layer or 2-layer sheets
Adjustable pre-cooling unit for free foamed sheets consisting of three pairs 		
of cooled free foamed sheet rollers
Accurate polishing roll temperature distribution (+/- 0.5 °C)
Inline flat sheet thickness measuring system
Intensive cooling unit for thick foam sheets
Protection film unwinder for both sheet surfaces
Dust-free knife cutting unit for edge trimming
Side strip guillotine cutter with belt conveyor system
Output performance from 400 kg/h up to 2,000 kg/h,
depending on sheet thickness and extruder type

Detailed view of a PVC sheet line (extruder, tooling and downstream)

Complete lines for integral (Celuka) PVC sheets
Line components and features:
Complete lines from a single source
Worldwide technical and processing support from battenfeld-cincinnati
Extruder size:
twinEX 114
Integral die with pre-calibration unit
Four large cooled calibration units with cooling water distribution
Stainless steel spray cooling tank with vacuum pump, water pump and air fan
Haul-off with 10 pairs of rubber-coated rolls, positioned behind each other
Cross-cutting saw with roller table
Output performance from 300 kg/h up to 600 kg/h, depending on material and
sheet thickness

Complete integral PVC foam sheet line from
battenfeld-cincinnnati

Our production locations

We offer you energy-efficient equipment and production solutions. Find out more in our brochure or online.

battenfeld-cincinnati
Austria GmbH
P +43 (1) 61006-0
austria@battenfeld-cincinnati.com

twinEX and conEX extruders can be used in lines for the production of PVC sheet.
Here you see schematic line layouts with the twinEX and conEX extruders in green.

battenfeld-cincinnati (Foshan)
Extrusion Systems Ltd.
P +86 (757) 2997 5318 / 2238 0110
china@battenfeld-cincinnati.com

battenfeld-cincinnati
Germany GmbH
P +49 (5731) 242-0
germany@battenfeld-cincinnati.com

PVC sheet line

battenfeld-cincinnati
USA
P +1 620 241-6843
usa@battenfeld-cincinnati.com

Visit us online:

Celuka sheet line

In the list below you will find all of our equipment for PVC sheet:
Parallel twin screw extruders

www.battenfeld-cincinnati.com
www.battenfeld-cincinnati.com/china
www.battenfeld-cincinnati.com/usa

www.youtube.com/BattenfeldCincinnati
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Conical twin screw extruders

